The extension of the available spectral range covered by quantum cascade lasers (QCL) would allow one to address new molecular spectroscopy applications, in particular in the long wavelength domain of the mid-infrared. We report in this paper the realization of distributed feedback (DFB) QCLs, made of InAs and AlSb, that demonstrated a continuous wave (CW) and a single mode emission at a wavelength of 17.7 µm, with output powers in the mW range. This is the longest wavelength for DFB QCLs, and for any QCLs or semiconductor lasers in general, operating in a CW at room temperature.
Introduction
Quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) have become a very efficient and mature light source for the midto far-infrared [1] . Their wavelength coverage extends from 2.9 [2] to 20 µm [3] for room temperature operation and from 2.6 [4] to 200 µm [5] for cryogenic operation. The use of QCLs is particularly important for a wide range of gas sensing applications, owing to the fingerprints of many molecules in the MIR and FIR. The main spectral regions of interest for spectroscopy, which are explored today, lie in the MIR, in the bands close to 3.3, 5, 7.5, and 10 µm. Single frequency emission, required for molecular spectroscopy, can be obtained in distributed feedback (DFB) QCLs [6] that are a solution of choice for such applications targeting a specific absorption line. DFB QCLs operating in a continuous wave (CW) at room temperature have been demonstrated for wavelengths ranging from 4.3 [7, 8] to 10.8 µm [9] The extension of the available spectral range covered by QCLs would allow one to address new molecular species and new spectroscopy or gas sensing applications. The long wavelength domain above 10 µm is much less explored as compared to the 4-10 µm range since it is difficult to obtain high performance sources when the wavelength is increased. Yet, it is of interest for many applications such as the detection of C 2 H 2 and aromatics such as benzene, toluene, and xylenes (BTEX) and the discrimination of common hydrocarbons such as propane. Other applications could be the use of long wavelength QCLs as local oscillators in heterodyne detectors for astronomy, e.g., for the detection of atomic oxygen around 17 µm. The manipulation of hyperfine states of donors in solids for new quantum information technologies [10] and the spectroscopy of cold molecules for metrology experiments [11, 12] are other applications that require suitable long wavelength laser sources.
The long wavelength range of the mid-infrared has been explored in the early years of QCLs, and cryogenic results were obtained, with wavelengths ranging from 17 [13] to as high as 24 µm [11] . Later, improved performances close to 15 µm were reported [14, 15] , and more recently the record was pushed to 28 µm [16] . Using the InP material family, the longest wavelength achieved by a QCL operating at room temperature is 16 µm [17] . DFB QCLs operating in pulsed mode were demonstrated at wavelengths of 13.8 [18] and 16 µm [17] . Using the alternative InAs/AlSb materials, CW operation at room temperature above a wavelength of 11 µm [19] and up to a wavelength of 15 µm [20] was demonstrated. With this technology, we achieved room temperature operation above 20 µm [3], and lasing was obtained up to 25 µm [21] . In this paper, we report significant progress with these lasers, with a record long wavelength operation of DFB QCLs in a continuous wave at room temperature at a wavelength of 17.7 µm.
Materials and Methods
The studied QCL is based on our previous developments of high gain InAs/AlSb active regions using a bound-to-bound vertical design [20] . The active quantum well (QW) and barrier thicknesses were adjusted in order to shift the emission wavelength to 17.5 µm ( Figure 1 ). The dipole matrix element between the two active laser states up and down, spread over four coupled QWs, is z ud = 6.2 nm. This large value, partly due to the low effective mass of conduction band electrons in InAs QWs, resulted in an oscillator strength of 73. Hence, even a low population inversion due to the short upper state lifetime (estimated to be 0.22 ps at room temperature) provides a large intersubband gain. We calculated a differential gain of the order of 40 cm/kA at room temperature, consistent with previous experimental data [3] . The injector is designed with a potential drop of about 100 meV under operating bias in order to limit the thermal population of the lower laser state and preserve population inversion at high temperature. This value, larger than the photon energy of 71 meV, introduces at significant voltage defect, but the voltage drop per period remains lower than 200 mV.
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Fabry-Pérot (FP) lasers were fabricated from this wafer, using the process described in [20] , and characterized in pulsed mode at room temperature. The light intensity was measured with a pyroelectric detector whose response was first calibrated through the measurement of the average power on a power meter. The typical result is presented in Figure 2 for a 3.6-mm-long and 16-µm-wide QCL. The threshold current density was 1.0 kA/cm 2 at T = 25 • C, and the emission spectrum corresponding to the peak gain of the active zone was centered at a wavelength of 17.8 µm, close to the design target value. The typical spectral width of the gain in a QCL is of the order of 10% of the central wavelength. This allows the use of the same active region for the fabrication of DFB lasers with a relatively large detuning from the peak gain.
Photonics 2019, 6, x FOR PEER REVIEW 3 of 8 <10 16 cm −2 . The cladding layers are 3 µm thick and doped with Si to a value of 4 × 10 17 cm −3 . Due to free carriers, this doping level resulted in a reduction of the real part of the refractive index of about 0.45 relative to the waveguide layers for the design wavelength. The imaginary part of the refractive index in the cladding layers is calculated to be k = 0.0098. With these values, the fundamental TM guided mode in the QCL core region has calculated propagation losses of αw = 5 cm −1 and an overlap with the active region of Γ = 64%. Fabry-Pérot (FP) lasers were fabricated from this wafer, using the process described in [20] , and characterized in pulsed mode at room temperature. The light intensity was measured with a pyroelectric detector whose response was first calibrated through the measurement of the average power on a power meter. The typical result is presented in Figure 2 for a 3.6-mm-long and 16-µm-wide QCL. The threshold current density was 1.0 kA/cm² at T = 25 °C, and the emission spectrum corresponding to the peak gain of the active zone was centered at a wavelength of 17.8 µm, close to the design target value. The typical spectral width of the gain in a QCL is of the order of 10% of the central wavelength. This allows the use of the same active region for the fabrication of DFB lasers with a relatively large detuning from the peak gain. The fabrication of high performance DFB QCLs usually relies on the implementation of a buried grating close to the active region [22] . This results in a pure index coupling that does not introduce additional propagation losses but that has a counterpart consisting in a competition between the two DFB modes located on the edges of the grating stop band. More complex designs are needed to avoid mode hopping, such as the use of a defect mode [23] , a multi-section geometry [24] , or an engineering of the facet reflectivity [25] . In addition, the regrowth of the top cladding on the buried grating is a complicated and expensive technological process. An alternative solution is the use of a grating on the top cladding layer made by a combination of etching and metal deposition [6] . This results in a complex coupling coefficient and possibly increased losses. The main advantage of this type of DFB is the efficient mode selection through the dissymmetry of the losses for the two band edge DFB modes as well as the simpler fabrication technology. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that low loss, mostly index-coupled, modes could be selected through a proper choice of the grating depth [26] . In our case, we choose this solution with a grating etched into the top InAs cladding layer, then covered by the top metal contact layer. Prior to the grating fabrication, we thinned the cladding down to a thickness of 2.8 µm with inductively coupled plasma (ICP) dry etching in order to adjust the coupling strength for the chosen grating depth of 1.1 µm. Finite The fabrication of high performance DFB QCLs usually relies on the implementation of a buried grating close to the active region [22] . This results in a pure index coupling that does not introduce additional propagation losses but that has a counterpart consisting in a competition between the two DFB modes located on the edges of the grating stop band. More complex designs are needed to avoid mode hopping, such as the use of a defect mode [23] , a multi-section geometry [24] , or an engineering of the facet reflectivity [25] . In addition, the regrowth of the top cladding on the buried grating is a complicated and expensive technological process. An alternative solution is the use of a grating on the top cladding layer made by a combination of etching and metal deposition [6] . This results in a complex coupling coefficient and possibly increased losses. The main advantage of this type of DFB is the efficient mode selection through the dissymmetry of the losses for the two band edge DFB modes as well as the simpler fabrication technology. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that low loss, mostly index-coupled, modes could be selected through a proper choice of the grating depth [26] . In our case, we choose this solution with a grating etched into the top InAs cladding layer, then covered by the top metal contact layer. Prior to the grating fabrication, we thinned the cladding down to a thickness of 2.8 µm with inductively coupled plasma (ICP) dry etching in order to adjust the coupling strength for the chosen grating depth of 1.1 µm. Finite element electromagnetic modeling of this patterned waveguide yielded a coupling coefficient of κ = 12 cm −1 , mostly real, and a loss contrast of 0.8 cm −1 between the two DFB modes.
The grating was defined by e-beam lithography. From the modeling and previous experimental data on similar waveguides, the effective index of the relevant mode was estimated to be n eff ≈ 3.32. Three different grating periods (Λ = 2.666, 2.600, and 2.590 µm) were defined on the same sample. The first one targeted the wavelength of the peak gain of the QCL's active zone, and the two smaller values targeted the wavelength of 17.2 µm (581 cm −1 ) required for an application to the spectroscopy of cold CaF molecules. The grating was transferred to the InAs top cladding by ICP dry etching to a depth of 1.1 µm. The following fabrication steps were identical to those of FP lasers: UV contact lithography and wet etching to define 14-µm-wide and 11-µm-deep laser ridges, passivation using a polymerized resist, and top metal contact deposition. The devices were cleaved to form uncoated ≈ 3-mm-long cavities and mounted epi-side down on AlN submounts with indium.
Results and Discussion
The DFB lasers exhibited single frequency operation all over the tested temperature range, from 240 to 350 K, in pulsed mode. The emission peak at room temperature is plotted in Figure 3 as a function of the grating period for a set of QCLs. From these data, we extracted an effective index of 3.317±0.003. The Λ = 2.666-µm-lasers emitted at a wavelength near the peak gain of the active region. Their threshold current densities (J th = 1.02 kA/cm 2 ) were very close to that of the FP lasers (Figure 4 ), which indicates that the DFB mode had propagation losses comparable to the FP modes. This is a confirmation that a top surface metallic grating with a well-designed geometry can be very efficient since the introduced additional loss is not significant. The lasers with a shorter grating period have their emission wavelength shifted by about 3% from the peak gain value. For these QCLs, J th is 10% higher as compared to the FP lasers, due to the lower gain at the selected wavelength.
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Conclusions
In summary, we have fabricated and studied single frequency QCLs based on the InAs/AlSb material system emitting at a wavelength close to 17.7 µm, with CW output powers in the mW range. This is the longest wavelength recorded for DFB QCLs operating in a CW at room temperature. It should be noted that this wavelength is also the longest for CW operation of any QCLs and semiconductor lasers in general. These lasers can be operated in Peltier cooled systems, which can enable new spectroscopic applications in this almost unexplored spectral range from 11 to 18 µm. The variation of the threshold current density with the temperature is presented in Figure 4b . The exponential increase of J th was fitted with a characteristic temperature T0 = 180 K in pulsed mode for FP and DFB lasers. In a CW, T0 was 130 K for the Λ = 2.666 µm QCL presented in Figure 5 and 140 K for the Λ = 2.590 µm QCL presented in Figure 6 . The comparison of the J th values in pulsed and CW operation showed that the internal temperature in the active region of the lasers operating in a CW is 50-60 K higher relative to the temperature of the sample holder for the maximum current density of 1.4 kA/cm 2 . This corresponds to thermal resistances of about 9 K/W, which is typical for the used epi-side down mounting technique and this geometry of QCL ridges. Similar results were obtained in a CW with an FP laser. These values are also consistent with the observed relative spectral shift of laser spectra between pulsed and CW operation. These results could be improved in future work by the use of a different passivation material and thick electroplated gold on the top contact.
In summary, we have fabricated and studied single frequency QCLs based on the InAs/AlSb material system emitting at a wavelength close to 17.7 µm, with CW output powers in the mW range. This is the longest wavelength recorded for DFB QCLs operating in a CW at room temperature. It should be noted that this wavelength is also the longest for CW operation of any QCLs and semiconductor lasers in general. These lasers can be operated in Peltier cooled systems, which can enable new spectroscopic applications in this almost unexplored spectral range from 11 to 18 µm.
